A study to determine the accuracy of a computerized algorithm for interpretation of EEGs.
The main use of computerized EEG has been in sleep studies. A comprehensive system of interpreting routine EEGs by computers has not yet been developed and is technically difficult. We have tried to incorporate computers in the analysis and interpretation of EEGs by using information obtained from visual analysis of EEG in the present work. The purpose of this study was to determine the accuracy of such an algorithm. An electroencephalographer visually analyzed routine EEGs and the data was entered into an EEG Worksheet. The electroencephalographer then interpreted the data and a report was dictated and transcribed. Data from the EEG Worksheet was entered into a computer for interpretation, clinical correlation, and report preparation. Results indicate that the algorithm used with the EEG Worksheet can correctly interpret and clinically correlate visually-analyzed EEG data entered into a computer and reduce time for EEG report generation.